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Healing Garden B - Public and Mixed Season Garden

Priorities
     
Private Spaces/Seclusion

Public Space

Walking Therapy

Spaces of seclusion and privacy will give families  and patients an area 
to spend time together away from others.  

This public space allows for people to dine, meet up with others and 
enjoy the fresh air.

The  walking path can be access at the northeast corner of the garden.  
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Healing Garden C - Physical Therapy GardenPriorities
     
Physical Therapy   

Winter Design

Walking Therapy

To meet the needs of physical therapy ramps, stairs, raised planters, and textured path were  
all incorporated to give patients real life situations.   Physical therapist work pest to give their 
patients real life situation to help them to go best back to normal life.  

Created a space in the winter will be done by using evergreen to block harsh cold winter winds 
and using a heating paver to the ramp, stairs, and paths.

The garden connects to walking path that is connected to a path that circles the whole 
Jamestown Regional Medical Center. 
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How can  the design of an exterior garden be used to encourage healing in a hospital settings?

Within a hospital setting plant material, inspiring paths, private spaces, public spaces, and  physical therapy equipment can all encourage the healing process, both 
emotionally and physically.  At the Jamestown Regional Medical Center, “Healing Life” uses these elements to meet the needs of a Midwest culture and climate in a 
design which improves the well being of patients, staff and visitors.  

Walking Trail

Garden A
Garden B

Garden C

Garden D

Garden A
Garden B

Garden C

Garden D

full walking path
~1/2 mile
~11 minutes

starting at hospital entrance - 
ending at garden B.
2262 ft.
~9 minutes

starting at garden C- ending at 
garden B.
2530 ft.
~10 minutes

loop (starting at hospital ending at 
clinic)
1015 ft.
~5 minutes

Walking times are all based on 
an average speed of 3.5 mph.  
Information from eatrunplay.com
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Healing Garden A - Clinic and Privacy Garden

Priorities
     
Addressing Views

Privacy Area/ Seclusion

Walking Therapy

The views from the clinic windows will view Garden A  which contains shrubs and large trees. 

A privacy area is right off the main walking path.  Shade is provided where family members 
and patients can gather with one another.  

The  walking path goes through the middle of the garden. As one walks on the path they will 
pass through tall grasses, evergreens and lilacs.  

Jamestown Regional Medical Center       jamestown, north dakota
Main Services:
Physical Therapy
Rehabilitation
Cardiac Rehab

Serves: 
9 different counties affecting 55,000 people
Out Patient Care, Sending staff to smaller towns near by

The hospital plans to expand by hopefully adding a clinic and cancer centerphoto taken by Bill Kennedy
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Healing Garden D - Patient Viewing Garden
Priorities
     
Private Spaces/Seclusion

Addressing Views

Walking Therapy

Spaces of seclusion and privacy will give families  and patients an area 
to spend time together away from others.  

Addressing views is important.  Statistics have shown that patients 
viewing greenery recover faster than other patients who don’t.  

The  walking path goes through this garden through trees, shrubs and 
passed a retaining pond.  retention pond
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perspective from within the patient room facing garden D. view of Garden D facing hospital


